KSU IFC Fall 2020 Recruitment

Dates:
- Chapter Values: 30-minute video all PNM’s will need to watch
  - Publish: August 28th
- Bids may be accepted starting September 4th through the FSL Office
  - Kennesaw campus Student Center room 277
- August 1st-11th chapters will have one day each to take over the IFC Instagram page
  - Chapters will pick their take over day according to CAP scores
    - Highest score gets to choose one of any of the 11 days first
- New Member Symposium will be on October 17th as of right now
- Chapters must initiate this Fall by November 22nd

Events: No tables will be provided for the below tabling events!
- Tabling on Kennesaw Campus - Reservations Pending
  - Monday, August 24, 2020: IFC Table with 4 organizations
    - 10:00 AM - 11:00 AM IFC Recruitment Tabling Kennesaw Aug 24-28 (Pending - Web Request) CGZ34 Campus Green Zone Combo 3 & 4
  - Wednesday, August 26, 2020: IFC Table with 4 organizations
    - 10:00 AM - 11:00 AM IFC Recruitment Tabling Kennesaw Aug 24-28 (Pending - Web Request) CGZ34 Campus Green Zone Combo 3 & 4
  - Friday, August 28, 2020: IFC Table with 4 organizations
    - 10:00 AM - 11:00 AM IFC Recruitment Tabling Kennesaw Aug 24-28 (Pending - Web Request) CGZ34 Campus Green Zone Combo 3 & 4
- Tabling on Marietta Campus - Reservations Pending
  - Tuesday, August 25, 2020: IFC Table with 6 organizations
    - 10:00 AM - 4:00 PM IFC Recruitment Tabling Marietta Aug 24-28 (Pending - Web Request) Globe Area (400)
  - Thursday, August 27, 2020: IFC Table with 6 organizations
    - 10:00 AM - 4:00 PM IFC Recruitment Tabling Marietta Aug 24-28 (Pending - Web Request) Area Between the Residence Halls

Guidelines:
- Face coverings are highly recommended at ALL events
- Rules of standard recruitment will still apply
  - No alcohol
  - No women
  - No tobacco
- Chapters must get their events approved by IFC at least one week in advance
  - Preferably two weeks in advance
  - Submissions for approval must be sent through email to FSL Director, IFC Advisor, and IFC Recruitment Chair (all three emails are down below)
  - Summer events are allowed but must have all proper approvals and follow all guidelines
  - Use the “Questions to answer for events” below when submitting events for approval
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- During Fall 2020 chapters will have roughly 10 weeks of Continuous Open Bidding (COB) during which they may extend as many bids as they please. Men accepting bids must be able to go complete their New Member education period and be initiated before November 22nd.
  - COB bids must be submitted through Campus Director
  - If a New Member accepts a bid from one organization and then decides your organization is a better fit they MUST come in and change their bid preference
- Chapters cannot have open-source food at events (pizza, wings, etc.) GA and CDC rules
  - Must have packaged food such as boxed lunches during events
- Off-campus events are allowed and encouraged with the understanding that all rules will be respected and followed
  - GA and CDC guidelines
  - Waivers and permissions signed as outlined in Inter/national Organization Risk Management Policies
- **If found or reported to have broken these guidelines and rules, your chapter’s recruitment efforts will cease immediately pending a standards hearing. If found to be in violation other sanctions may be implemented.**

---

Questions to answer for events:

1. Is your organization willing to accept all risk that comes with holding a recruitment event?
2. Location:
3. Physical Address:
4. Time of event:
5. How many people will you allow in the space at one time?
6. How will you make sure [Georgia COVID-19](https://www.gastate.gov/health/coronavirus) guidelines are being followed at the event?
7. How are you guaranteeing no women, alcohol, or tobacco will be present or consumed at this event?
8. Do you confirm that you will abide by and follow all inter/national risk management policies?
9. Do you confirm that all local, state, and federal laws will be followed?
10. Will food be present?
11. What food will be provided?
12. How will the food be packaged?
13. How will you distribute food to attendees?
14. What activities will take place at this event?

---

Emails:

- Dr. Barbre Berris: bberris@kennesaw.edu / ksufsldirector@gmail.com
- Adam K. Mitchell: amitc162@kennesaw.edu / ksuifcadvisor@gmail.com
- IFC VP Recruitment: ksu.ifc.vprecruitment@gmail.com